
詞性練習題



(     ) Sales personnel should be ________ to the needs of customers.

(A)attention  

(B) attentively  

(C) attentive  

(D) attending

C



(     ) Ms. Lin _____ for a moment before replying the question.

(A) hesitant

(B) hesitated

(C) hesitantly

(D) hesitation

B



(     ) While no one can _______ the future, the small business owner 

recognizes the need to develop creative ways to reduce the risk of 

business transactions.  

(A)predicting  

(B) predicted  

(C) predict  

(D) to predict

C



(     ) Our competitor's advertising is _____, and their prices attractive.

(A) persuade

(B) persuasion

(C) persuasive

(D) persuasively

C



(     ) The company's current _____ is to reduce costs.

(A) object

(B) objective

(C) objection

(D) objectively

C

目標 名詞

反對 名詞



(     ) Living close to a supermarket, a school and a train station is 

very ________. 

(A)convenience  

(B) conveniently 

(C) more convenient  

(D) convenient

D



(     ) When you _____ your loan application, please remember to 

sign and date the last page.

(A)complete 

(B) had completed 

(C) completing

(D)were completing

A



(     ) Everyone must wear a ________ helmet when touring the 

construction site.  

(A) protect  

(B) protective  

(C) protection  

(D) protectively

B



(     ) It is common practice for a firm to seek a ____ advantage in order 

to maintain its position in the marketplace.

(A)compete  

(B) competition  

(C) competitive  

(D) competitively

C



(     ) The ___ has been on ensuring a consistently high level of quality 

and outstanding service. 

(A)emphasized  

(B) emphatic  

(C) emphasis  

(D) emphasize

C



(     ) Mr. Miller___________ delivers keynote speeches and holds 

workshops on customer satisfaction strategy. 

(A)regularize  

(B) regularity  

(C) regular  

(D) regularly 

D



(     ) The application process is highly _______ with only 5% of 

applicants selected for positions.

(A)competition  

(B) competitive  

(C) competitors  

(D) competitively

B



(     ) The company’s management has a firm belief that its strategic 

direction is sound and will continue to exceed shareholders’ ________. 

(A)expect  

(B) expected  

(C) expectations  

(D) expectedly

C



(     ) The __________ of our employees is jointly decided by 

management and the HR department. 

(A)promoting  

(B) promoted  

(C) promotion  

(D) promotes

C



(     ) Please remember that the ___________ of electronic devices is 

prohibited during takeoffs and landings.    

(A) operation  

(B) operator  

(C) operating  

(D) operated

A



(     ) Their ____ wants them to work overtime in order to get the project 

finished.

(A)supervise  

(B) supervisor  

(C) supervision  

(D) supervisors

B



(     ) Mr. Chang and his supervisor _________ quite often about how to 

run the office.

(A)disagree   

(B) disagrees  

(C) disagreement  

(D) disagreeable

A



(     ) As soon as you ______ for the job, we will schedule a formal 

interview with you.

(A)will apply  

(B) to apply  

(C) applied  

(D) apply

D



(     ) Please make sure to hand in your _____ that summarize current 

market trends.

(A)report  

(B) reports  

(C) reporting  

(D) reported

B



(     ) The company’s main office building will become _________ by 

next month.

(A)vacant  

(B) vacancy  

(C) to be vacant  

(D) vacancies

A



(     ) The second office building will be closed down until further _____ 

are made. 

(A)announcer  

(B) announcement  

(C) announcing  

(D) announcer

B



(     ) In order to be ________ in this new business market, we ask our 

employees to adopt an excellent business mindset.  

(A)success  

(B) succeed

(C) succeeding  

(D) successful

D



(     ) All papers must be written _____ for this course; students are not 

permitted to turn in work completed for any other class.

(A)expressing

(B) expresses

(C) expressly

(D) expressive

C



(     ) All papers must be written _____ for this course; students are not 

permitted to turn in work completed for any other class.

(A)expressing

(B) expresses

(C) expressly

(D) expressive

C



(     ) The Lincoln Museum has the largest ___ of dinosaur fossils in 

North America. 

(A)collection  

(B) collectable  

(C) collective  

(D) collected

A



(     ) Devon Corporation did not ____ import foreign cosmetics when 

they launched their business twenty years ago.  

(A)initial  

(B) initialize  

(C) initials  

(D) initially

D



(     ) Since we lengthened the company’s lunch break by 30 minutes, 

workforce morale has ___ improved.  

(A)noticeably  

(B) noticing  

(C) noticeable  

(D) notice

A



(     ) At Fareast Seafood, all dessert recipes are ____ approved by the 

renowned chef Miyagi Fukuda.  

(A)personally  

(B) person  

(C) personal  

(D) personalized

A



(     ) KWC TV’s new sitcom has proven to be ___ popular with viewers 

under the age of 20. 

(A)immensely  

(B) immense  

(C) immensity  

(D) immensities

A




